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GHOST TECH

NEWS WINTER 2020

Light and minimal technical ice axe, with 
innovative hand-rest and G-bone shaft. Very 
well balanced and compact. Great partner when 
the game gets tough. Only 310g (10,9 oz) 
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720 SPEEDY

SHADOW

Minimal and versatile steel ice screw with 
innovative handle that folds into the tube, and 
Speedy System (sling + carabiner). Two sizes 
(13 and 16 cm). Only 156g (5,5 oz) in 16 cm, 
including carabiner and sling.

Short, light and minimal steel ice screw with 
innovative 5-teeth technology that improve the 
bite into the ice. Ideal partner for situations 
where fast placing is crucial and for thin ice. 
Only 90g (3,2 oz). 

HELIUM

PLUME EVO WIRE

STEALTH QUICKDRAW

Light ice screw with aluminium body, and 
replaceable steel tip, which is the part that 
wears out most. Minimal ergonomic handle with 
lever: while closed it highly helps the first bite, 
and while open it increases the leverage. Only 
84g (3,0 oz) in 16 cm

The EVO WIRE is an innovative solution to 
give to a wire carabiner a keylock functionality, 
that is to avoid snagging while unclipping, with 
minimal encumbrance.
The PLUME EVO WIRE is a light and versatile 
carabiner, at only 30g (1,1 oz).

Sport climbing quickdraw, with Stealth 
standard-gate and bent-gate carabiners, and 
variable width sling. Sling length: 13, 18 cm
Weight: 105 g (3,7 oz).
The Stealth Carabiner is especially designed for 
sport climbing and it features a large opening, a 
straight nose and a special Stealth shape.
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ICE GOGGLE

PARETE 30

MOUNTAIN GOGGLE

RAPIDO 18

Ultralight goggle especially designed for 
mountaineering, with cat. 4 polycarbonate lens, 
easy to adjust
• Hypoallergenic multi-layer memory foam
• FogStop system to reduce fogging
• Weight: 60g (2,1 oz)
• Accessories included: glazable clipon, 

helmet adapters, bag

Innovative light backpack for climbing and 
mountaineering with vest-style carrying 
system. The ideal partner when you have to 
go light and fast:
• Clean and compact ergonomic shape 
• Double cord closure, for best 

compacting in all situations (more or 
less full)

• Weight: 480g (16,9 oz)

NEWS WINTER 2020
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Ultralight goggle especially designed for ice climbing, 
with cat. 3 polycarbonate lens, easy to adjust
• Hypoallergenic multi-layer memory foam
• FogStop system to reduce fogging
• Weight: 60g (2,1 oz)
• Accessories included: glazable clipon, helmet 

adapters, bag

Versatile compact rucksack for climbing and 
mountaineering, with clean body in minimalist 
style, roll-top closure and additional front opening 
into main compartment. Made in durable fabric 
(CORDURA triple ripstop 305D)
• Thermo-moulded back panel for great comfort 

even with full load
• Removable back frame, ice axe holders and belt
• Two side pockets and one inner pocket
• Weight: 830g (29,3 oz), or 690g (24,3 oz) 

without back frame

Rope bag in tubular style and 
durable fabric, friendly to use in 
all situations:
• Multiple carrying options
• Easy to move from pitch 

to pitch even while open, 
thanks to side handles

• Weight: 591g (20,8 oz)

FALESIA ROPE BAG

TREND CHALK BAG

LOGO WEAR

Climbing chalk bag in which fashion meets 
function. Available in 4 styles (python, 
leopard, abstract, black), to match the 
TREND harness.
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WHO WE ARE 8

The practice of alpinism (progression or climbing on ice, snow or rock) requires knowledge and involves risks that can 
cause death or injury.
Whoever uses Grivel products must be in possession of the technical and the precautionary know-how and personally 
assumes the responsibility for the risks entailed when the product is not used properly.

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.



ONLY THOSE WHO 
KNOW WHERE THEY 
COME FROM KNOW 
WHERE TO GO!

Come visit our museum in 
Courmayeur to learn more 
about our 200 years of 
history.

In the early XIX century, in Courmayeur at 
the foot of Mont Blanc, the Grivel family of 
blacksmith started to adapt their production 
of tools to the new needs of the new British 
travellers, who came to the area with the 
(strange) idea of climbing the mountains. This 
is how Grivel was born, in 1818!

This new business became more and more 
important and eventually prevalent! In 1909 
Grivel made the first modern crampons, based 
on the drawing of the English Engineer O. 
Eckenstein. Then Grivel equipment helped to 
climb the highest mountains of the world.

The new era began in 1981, when the 
Gobbi family took over, and when Grivel 
began to grow outside its traditional borders. 
Today Grivel is a modern company whose 
strategy and future are based on innovation, 
globalisation, and communication.

Innovation because we are actors in the 
eternal struggle between climbing techniques 
and the tools that make them possible. Our 
main investments are always focused on new 
products, new technologies and new solutions.

Globalisation because we need to be global 
to survive in our niche market. Today we sell 
in 55 countries and export around 90% of our 
turnover.

Communication because we need to tell 
our story and our stories to the ever-changing 
world.

WHO WE ARE
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RESPONSIBLE INNOVATION WITHIN TRADITION

Innovation drives us forward but our roots are in
Grivel’s long history, dating back to the foundation of the company in 1818.

QUALITY TROUGH EXPERIENCE

We make products that our customers have to rely on, with quality and safety as ultimate goals, 
based on our experience and optimizing our “Made in Italy”.

SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING

Based at the foot of Mont Blanc it is essential for us to respect the enviroment. This comes 
through the use of renewable Energy for production, and a constant search for enviromental-
friendly technologies and recycled materials.

OUR VALUES
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ICE AXES
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G1
G1 PLUS

JORASSES 2.0

AIR TECH EVO 

AIR TECH HAMMER

GHOST GHOST HAMMER GHOST EVO GHOST EVO HAMMER

GHOST TECH FLAME

LIGHT MACHINE

MONTE BIANCO REPLICA

THE MACHINES

WOODEN SHAFT ICE AXES
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TECH MACHINE

200

DARK MACHINE DARK MACHINE X
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HOT DROP FORGING

MORE SOLID
Through hammering and stretching, the 
fibres are lined up and positioned to provide 
the piece with maximum strength along the 
required direction

BETTER LOOKING
Forging allows to model the steel in 3D 
shapes, making it thicker where more 
resistance is needed and thinner elsewhere

LIGHTER AND BETTER BALANCE
The piece is thick only where it is needed, 
so every part has the right weight in the right 
place and you can feel it
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G-BONE SHAFT

Special shape with side grooves, allowing a 
higher resistance with a lower thickness. It 
guarantees a great ergonomic grip all along 
the shaft.

CARBON COMPOSITE SHAFT

Carbon composite shafts are made by an 
inner light alloy tube with an external thin 
carbon composite layer. They combine the 
best of both worlds: the strength of the 
aluminium and the rigidity of the carbon for a 
light-weight and high-performance product.

On the summit that has been reached with difficulty, the alpinist 
raises his axe: this is the gesture that tells his efforts, the overcoming 
of dangers and the joy of being at the top. Since the beginning, the 
portrait of the alpinist is with his ice axe! While modern ice axes 
have much better technical and mechanical features, no tool can 
compete in beauty and elegance with the traditional wooden ice axe. 
Grivel is the oldest living manufacturer and it feels the responsibility 
of preserving this tradition, and it is now the only one still making a 
special line of ice axes with wooden shaft.    

SHAFT TECHNOLOGIES

WOODEN SHAFT

13



CLASSICAL ICE AXES

G ZERO

Ice axe for glacier walking and easy ascents, 
with removable plastic blade cover for comfort 
and insulation

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight: 425 g (15 oz)  
• Sizes: 58-66-74 cm
• Colours:

G1 - G1 PLUS

Ice axe for glacier walking and easy ascents, 
with forged one-piece head

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 440g (15,5 oz)
•  Sizes: 58-66-74 cm

AIR TECH EVO HAMMER

Performance ice axe for classical alpinism, with 
forged head, hammer and G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 430 g (15,2 oz)
•  Sizes: 48-53 cm

AIR TECH EVO

Performance ice axe for classical alpinism, with 
forged one-piece head and G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 430 g (15,2 oz)
•  Sizes: 48-53-58-66 cm

JORASSES 2.0

Technical ice axe for classical alpinism, with 
forged one-piece head and G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 495 g (17,5 oz)
•  Sizes: 48-53-58-66 cm

NEPAL S.A. - NEPAL S.A. PLUS

Ice axe for glacier walking and easy ascents, 
with forged head

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 440 g (15,5 oz)
•  Sizes: 58-66-74 cm
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GHOST

Light and minimal ice axe, with G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
•  Weight: 269 g (9,5 oz)
•  Sizes: 45-50 cm

• Colours:

GHOST HAMMER

Light and minimal ice axe (hammer version), 
with G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight: 269 g (9,5 oz)
• Sizes: 45-50 cm

• Colours:

GHOST TECH 

Light and minimal technical ice axe, with 
innovative hand-rest and G-bone shaft

• Certifications: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight : 310g (10,9 oz)
• Size : 45 cm

FLAME

Light ice axe with innovative design and full 
carbon fiber shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight: 272 g (9,6 oz)
• Sizes: 49 cm

GHOST EVO

Light and minimal ice axe for classical alpinism, 
with G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight: 309 g (10,9 oz)
• Sizes: 45-50 cm

• Colours: 

GHOST EVO HAMMER

Light and minimal ice axe for classical alpinism 
(hammer version), with G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 1, UIAA 152
• Weight: 309 g (10,9 oz)
• Sizes: 45-50 cm

• Colours:

LIGHT SERIES
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THE MACHINES

LIGHT MACHINE

Technical alpine ice axe, with interchangeable 
head and G-bone shaft
• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
• Recommended blades: Alpine Vario
• Weight: 545 g (19,2 oz) (w/ shovel, w/o easy slider)
• Size: 50 cm

NORTH MACHINE

Technical ice axe for alpinism and ice, with 
interchangeable head and G-bone shaft

• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
• Recommended blades:  Ice Vario, Total Ice Vario, Total 

Dry Vario
• Weight: 515 g (18,2 oz) (w/ shovel)
• Size: 47 cm

NORTH MACHINE CARBON

Technical ice axe for alpinism and ice, with 
interchangeable head and carbon composite 
G-bone shaft
• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
• Recommended blades: Ice Vario, Total Ice Vario, Total 

Dry Vario
• Weight: 495 g (17,5 oz) (w/ shovel) 
• Size: 47 cm

TECH MACHINE

Technical ice axe for ice climbing, with 
interchangeable head and G-bone shaft
• Certification: CE EN 13089, type 2, UIAA 152
• Recommended blades: Ice Vario, Total Ice Vario, 

Total Dry Vario
• Weight: 635 g (22,4 oz)
• Size: 49 cm

DARK MACHINE

Technical ice axe for ice climbing, with 
interchangeable head, G-bone carbon composite 
shaft and full carbon handle
• Certification: CE EN 13089 - type 2,  UIAA 152
• Recommended blades:  Ice Vario, Total Ice Vario, 

Total Dry Vario
•  Weight: 490 g (17,2 oz)
•  Size: 49 cm

DARK MACHINE X

Technical ice axe for extreme ice climbing and 
dry tooling, with interchangeable head, G-bone 
carbon composite shaft and full carbon handle
• Certification: CE EN 13089 - type 2, UIAA 152
• Recommended blades:  Ice Vario, Total Ice Vario, 

Total Dry Vario
• Weight: 495 g (17,4 oz)
• Size: 52 cm
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BLADES

SIMPLE VARIO

Naked back for Vario system blades. 
Weight: 15 g

HAMMER VARIO

Hammer for Vario system blades. 
Weight: 67 g

MINI HAMMER VARIO

Small hammer for Vario system blades. 
Weight: 37 g

ADZE VARIO

Adze for Vario system blades. 
Weight: 57 g

ICE VARIO 

Hot forged blade for technical alpinism 
and ice climbing. T-rated. 
Weight: 116 g

ALPINE VARIO 

Hot forged blade for technical 
alpinism. T-rated. 
Weight: 116 g

TOTAL ICE VARIO

Blade for ice climbing. B-rated. 
Weight: 96 g

TOTAL DRY VARIO 

Blade for Dry tooling. T-rated. 
Weight: 120 g

17
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WOODEN SHAFT ICE AXES

MONTE BIANCO REPLICA

Classical ice axe with wooden shaft and 
forged one-piece head
• Certification: CE EN 13089 - type 1 UIAA 152
•  Weight: 705 g (24,9 oz)
•  Sizes: 65-75 cm

MONTE BIANCO GOLD

Classical ice axe with wooden shaft and 
gold-plated forged one-piece head
• Weight: 705 g (24,9 oz)
• Sizes: 65 cm

200 - CE

Modern ice axe with historical look, with 
wooden shaft and forged one-piece head
• Certification: CE EN 13089 - type 1 UIAA 152
• Weight: 665 g (23,5 oz)
• Sizes: 48 cm

200

Modern ice axe with historical look, with 
wooden shaft and forged one-piece head
• Weight: 670 g (23,6 oz)
• Sizes: 65 cm
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ACCESSORIES

LONG LEASH ROTOR THE HORN

AXE GUARD COVER BLADE TRIGGER

WINGSSTEEL BLADE

EASY SLIDER
EASY SLIDER 2.0

SINGLE SPRING 
SINGLE SPRING 2.0

DOUBLE SPRING 
DOUBLE SPRING 2.0
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AIR TECH LIGHT
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SKI TOUR 

SPIDER

SKI TOUR NEW MATIC
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RAN LIGHT

SKI RACE
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TECHNICAL CRAMPONS

G20 PLUS G22 PLUSRAMBO 4 RACING



HERITAGE - KEY MILESTONES

In the early 20th century, the whirlwind 
Oscar Eckenstein (1859 - 1921) broke 
into the rather quiet environment mountain 
equipment. An engineer and a brilliant 
mountaineer, he bought his project of the 
first modern crampon to the blacksmith 
Henry Grivel – who, even though he 
was doubtful, made the first prototypes 
for the “English gentleman” who had the 
undoubtable advantage of being able to pay. 
Success was immediate!

In 1929, Laurent Grivel (son of Henri and 
mountain guide) had the idea of adding the 
two front points allowing whatever movement 
was necessary on the steepest and hardest 
gradients. This was the birth of 12 points 
crampon, and the beginning of the battle 
between front-on or side-on.

Amato Grivel, Laurent’s younger brother, 
using the Chromolly alloy (Nickel-Chrome-
Molybdenum), created a really strong 
crampon, thinner and lighter: only 360 grams 
a pair: the Super Leggero Grivel, used to 
conquer the 3 highest peaks inthe world: 
Everest, K2 and Kangchenjunga.

Rambo crampon: a rigid crampon with a 
stable platform and no vibrations. Forged 
front points were added for the first time, a 
huge improvement.

1909

1929

1936

1993
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ANTIBOTT

The snow that builds up 
beneath the crampons 
could be a very  
dangerous problem.

In 2003 the proactive 
Grivel antibott made the 
ultimate system.  

GRIVEL PROACTIVE ANTIBOTT

It remains the most efficient and the only one working in 
all snow conditions. It is a real safety system.

BINDING SYSTEMS

CRAMP-O-MATIC

A well known system which 
relies on a nylon speed lever at 
the rear and a stainless steel 
front bale to hold the booth.

NEW-MATIC

The plastic harness system is 
hinged from two front posts 
which retain the boot securely 
even if it has a shallow, worn 
front welt or overboots are 
being used.

NEW-CLASSIC

Both front and rear plastic 
harnesses are hinged from their 
respective retention posts and 
may be “opened” to facilitate 
attachment to the boot, then 
closed securely once the boot 
is inside. 

SKI-MATIC 2.0

Closing on the front 
part solves the problem 
to fit modern ski boots, 
where the rear regulation 
systems of the boots 
interfere with the closure 
of the crampon. The 
front binding fits modern 
plastic ski touring boots 
and it is not guaranteed 
for traditional mountain 
boots. 

SKI-MATIC

The front binding fits 
modern plastic ski 
touring boots and it 
is not guaranteed for 
traditional mountain 
boots. 
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MULTI-MATIC

Innovative system where 
the front bail can be used 
both in automatic and semi-
automatic configuration. 
Furthermore, its construction 
improves the fit on the toe 
part of modern boots. Speed 
lever at the rear.

Front wire improves 
the fit on modern 
boots

Simplified one-piece 
speed lever with 3 
positions

New minimal buckle

Front bail works in both 
automatic and semi-
automatic configuration



CLASSICAL CRAMPONS

G1

10-point steel minimal crampon, for glacier 
walking and easy ascents
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 740 g (26,1 oz)
• Sizes: 36-44
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: New-matic, New-classic

G10

10-point steel crampon, for glacier walking 
and easy ascents
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 770 g (27,2 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: New-matic, New-classic

G10 WIDE

10-point steel crampon, with wide front 
binding, for glacier walking and easy ascents
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 770 g (27,2 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: New-matic, New-classic

AIR TECH

12-point steel crampon for classical 
mountaineering
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 880 g (31 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic, New-matic, 

New-classic, Multi-matic
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AIR TECH HYBRID 

12-point crampon with steel front part 
and light alloy back part, for light and fast 
mountaineering
• Certification: CE EN 893, UIAA 153
• Weight: 738g (26 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Multi-matic

G12

12-point steel crampon for technical 
mountaineering
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 970 g (34,2 oz)
• Sizes: 36-47
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-O-Matic, New-Matic, 

New-Classic, Multi-matic

AIR TECH LIGHT 

12-point light alloy crampon, for glacier 
walking and easy ascents
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 570 g (20,1 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic, New-matic, 

New-classic

AIR TECH LIGHT WIDE

12-point light alloy crampon, for glacier 
walking and easy ascents
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 570 g (20,1oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: New-matic, New-classic

SKI TOURING CRAMPONS

SKI TOUR 

10-point crampon with steel front part and 
light alloy back, for ski touring
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 705 g (24,9 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Ski-matic 2.0

SKI TOUR NEW MATIC

10-point crampon with steel front part and 
light alloy back, for ski touring
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 715 g (25,2 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: New-matic

HAUTE ROUTE

10-point minimal crampon with steel front 
part and light alloy back, for ski touring
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 558 g (19,7 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding system: Ski-matic

SKI RACE

10-point minimal light alloy crampon, for ski 
touring
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 410 g (14,5 oz)
• Sizes: 35-46
• Antibott: no
• Binding systems: Ski-matic 2.0

25



TECHNICAL CRAMPONS

G14

12-point steel crampon for technical 
mountaineering, with forged interchangeable 
front points
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 1170 g (41,3 oz)
• Sizes: 36-47
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic, New-matic

G20 PLUS

Light and minimal mono-point crampon for 
ice climbing, with forged interchangeable 
front point
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 845 g (29,8 oz)
• Sizes: 37-48
• Antibott: rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic

G22 PLUS 

12-point minimal steel crampon for technical 
mountaineering and ice, with forged 
interchangeable front points
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
•  Weight: 915 g (32,3 oz)
• Sizes: 38-48
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic, Multi-matic

RAMBO 4

Rigid crampon for ice climbing, with forged 
front point
• Certification: CE EN 893. UIAA 153
• Weight: 1125 g (39,7 oz)
• Sizes: 38-48
• Antibott: front and rear
• Binding systems: Cramp-o-matic

RACING

Mono-point steel crampons to be bolted on 
the boot, with interchangeable front forged 
point, for ice, mixed and dry tooling
• Weight: 352 g (12,4 oz)
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ACCESSORIES

SPIDER 

• CE certified as 
antislippery device

• One size fits all
• Supplied with small bag
• Weight: 152 g (5,4 oz)

RAN 

• 4 sizes available (S, M, 
L, XL)

• Supplied with small bag
• Weight: 474 g (16,7 oz)

RAN LIGHT 

• 4 sizes available (S, M, 
L, XL)

• Supplied with small bag
• Weight: 299 g (10,5 oz)

FLEX BAR 

TWIN BAR

CRAMPON SAFE 
SMALL

BACK BAIL MULTI-MATIC BAIL NARROW BAIL CRAMPONS CROWN 

VALTER BAR

FLEX LONG BAR

TWIN PLUS BAR

VALTER LONG BAR

SUPER ASYM BAR

CRAMPON SAFE

27
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ICE PROTECTION
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COMPARISON

THREAD TEETH INSIDE

GRIVEL 
REVERSE 
THREAD

REVERSE THREAD

HIGH QUALITY FINISHING

Every detail matters to make high performance screws

STANDARD THREAD
GRIVEL 
REVERSE THREAD

The extraction force is 
concentrated on a small 
cylinder surronding the 
screw.

The extraction force 
is spread on a bigger 
volume of ice making it 
more safe.
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ICE SCREWS

HELIX

Ice screw with reverse thread
• Certification: CE EN 568 (16 and 20 cm)
• Sizes: 12-16-20 cm
• Weight: 133 g (4,7 oz) - 155 g (5,7 oz) - 171 (6,0 oz)

SHADOW

Short, light and minimal steel ice screw with innovative 
5-teeth technology
• Certifications: -
• Sizes: 10 cm
• Weight: 90g (3,2 oz)

360

Ice screw with reverse thread and foldable lever that 
allows to place it almost everywhere
• Certification: CE EN 568 (16 and 20 cm)
• Sizes: 12-16-20 cm
• Weight: 155 g (5,7 oz) - 169 g (5,9 oz) - 189 (6,7 oz)

720 SPEEDY 

Minimal and versatile steel ice screw with innovative 
handle that folds into the tube, and Speedy System 
(sling + carabiner)
• Certifications: CE EN 568
• Sizes: 13-16 cm
• Weight (including sling and carabiner): 156g (5,5 oz) – 

16 cm

30

HELIUM

Light ice screw with aluminium body, replaceable 
steel tip and minimal ergonomic handle 
• Certifications: CE EN 568
• Sizes: 13-16-19 cm
• Weight: 84g (3,0 oz) – 16 cm

ACCESSORIES

ESPRESSO

BLACK HOLE PANPIPE

CARRYABINER CANDELA

GEAR SAFE
31



BINERS, DRAWS AND SLINGS
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QUICKDRAWS

(R)EVOLUTION CARABINERS

SCREW GATE STEEL CARABINERS

STANDARD GATE

SLINGS

CAPTIVE

MEGA - K6G LAMBDA - K7GSIGMA - K8G SYM - K9G

CLEPSYDRA L
K10G

CLEPSYDRA S
K10 G S

PLUME - K3G

S1G

PLUME HMS 
K3GH

DELTA - K5N

G-MAILLON S2W

ALPHA - K1N

MEGA - K6N

PLUME NUT 
K3N

PLUME-  K3W PLUME EVO 
WIRE - K3EW

CAPTIVE
K11C

GAMMA 
K2W

PLUME
CAPTIVE 
K3WC

ALPHA 
K1S

CARRYABINERHELP 
K15BH

GRIVEL DAISY CHAIN EVO GRIVEL SPORT CHAIN EVO MAGIC RING

ALPINE RING

GRIVEL BELAY CHAIN EVO

24 - K24

STEALTH 
STRAIGHT 
GATE
- K16S
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BETA 
K1B

WIRE LOCK 
TAU K12L

VLAD

PLUME 
WIRE LOCK

ROLLER S 
K14RS

ROLLER L 
K14R

STEALTH
BEND GATE
- K16B



Innovative locking system: the strength is given by the 
solid gate which is free to move. The wire behind the 
gate keeps it in its closed position. 

(R)EVOLUTION - WIRE LOCK

The Twin Gate system is an innovative solution for 
locking carabiners. Two gates/wires opposing each 
other, make the carabiner safer, faster and stronger than 
any other locking carabiner.

SAFER 
•  When it is closed it is always 

locked, you do not need to do 
anything else (screw, rotate, etc.).

•  It does not get stuck with ice or dirt 
or under load.

•  It does not accidentally open (e.g. 
unscrewing against the wall).

•  There is no need of special 
operation to open it or close it 
(screwing, twisting, etc), so no extra 
time.

•  Just open the outside gate to enter, 
the inner one goes by itself.

•  Just open the inside gate to exit, the 
outer one goes by itself.

• Two gates are stronger than one!
• The two gates opposing each 

other guarantee that at least one 
is always closed, reducing the risk 
for the carabiner to work in “open 
gate” position, where it is much less 
strong.

STRONGER

FASTER 

(R)EVOLUTION - TWIN GATE

GRIVEL AWARDED WITH 
COMPASSO D’ORO 2016 

Established in 1957, ADI Compasso d’Oro 
award is the oldest and most influential 
international design award in the world. 
The price to the Twin Gate of Grivel was 
the first one awarded to a manufacturer of 
climbing equipment!

37

GATE-GATE GATE-WIRE WIRE-WIRE
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(R)EVOLUTION - VLAD

The innovative combination of a twin-gate locking 
carabiner and a rigging plate. It is a lighter, simpler and 
cheaper solution as it can be used by itself, instead of 
needing three different pieces (two carabiners plus a 
rigging plate). It keeps everything aligned and in the 
right direction.

The combination of a twin-gate locking carabiner and 
a pulley. It highly reduces friction and becomes very 
useful in multi-pitch climbing, self or professional 
rescue. The carabiner can be directly clipped into the 
anchor to haul a heavy load.

(R)EVOLUTION - ROLLER

35



(R)EVOLUTION - CAPTIVE

EVO WIRE

The EVO wire system is an innovative solution to give to 
a wire carabiner a keylock functionality, that is to avoid 
snagging while unclipping, with minimal encumbrance.

The captive system helps to keep the carabiner aligned 
in the right direction and reduces the risk of cross-
loading. Cross-loading happens when a carabiner is 
stressed on its minor axis, where it is much less strong 
than on the major axis.
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All our carabiners are individually tested in a special 
machine that we have developed on purpose. The 
individual marking indicates the exact date and 
sequential number of the testing.

SEQUENTIAL 
NUMBER

DAY

YEAR
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(R)EVOLUTION CARABINERS

MEGA - K6G

HMS carabiner with Twin-Gate 
system (gate-gate)
• Certifications:  CE EN12275 - 

class H, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 83g (2,9 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:       

102-71-20 mm
• Resistance:    27,    10,    10

SYM - K9G

Oval carabiner with Twin-Gate 
system (gate-gate)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class X, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 75g (2,6 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:        

110-58-24 mm
• Resistance:    24,     9,     8

PLUME HMS -  K3G

Compact and light carabiner 
with Twin-Gate system (wire-
wire)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 38g (1,3 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

90-54-20 mm
• Resistance:    25,     8,     7

SIGMA - K8G

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
Twin-Gate system (gate-wire)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 57g (2,0 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:       

101-62-23 mm
• Resistance:    30,     9,     9

LAMBDA - K7G

HMS carabiner with Twin-Gate 
system (gate-wire)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class H, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 69g (2,4 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

98-70-24 mm
• Resistance:    30,    11,     9

CLEPSYDRA S - K10GS

Carabiner for belaying, with 
Twin-Gate (gate-wire) + Captive 
system
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class T, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 67g (2,4 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

97-66-22 mm
• Resistance:    20

PLUME HMS - K3GH

Compact and light HMS 
carabiner with Twin-Gate 
system (wire-wire)
• Certifications: CE EN 12275 - 

class H, UIAA 121

• Weight: 44 g (1,5 oz)

• Length-Width-Opening: 89-56-

25 mm

• Resistance:    23     7      

CLEPSYDRA L 
- K10G

Carabiner for belaying, with 
Twin-Gate (gate-gate) + 
Captive system
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class H, UIAA 121 , CE EN362
• Weight: 89g (3,1 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:    

117,73, 24 mm
• Resistance:     22,     9,     8

STEEL ONE - S1G

Steel carabiner with Twin-Gate system 
(gate-wire) and inner space separator
• Certifications: CE EN12275-class B, UIAA 

121, CE EN362
• Weight: 205g (7,2 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening: 116-73-29 
• Resistance:    50      22     17
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TAU - K12L

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
Wire-Lock system
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 55g (1,9 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

98-60-20 mm
• Resistance:    30,     10,    9

ROLLER L - K14L 

Carabiner with integrated pulley 
and Twin-Gate system (gate-
wire)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121, CE EN362
• Weight: 123g (4,3 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:        

125-68-20 mm
• Resistance:     26,    8,     9

PLUME WIRE LOCK - K3L 

Compact and light carabiner 
with Wire-Lock system
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 42g (1,5 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

90-52-17,4 mm
• Resistance:     23,     8,     7

ROLLER S - K14S

Carabiner with integrated pulley 
and Twin-Gate system (gate-
wire)
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121, CE EN362 
• Weight: 73g (2,6 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

99-56-17 mm
• Resistance:    22,      8,     7

VLAD

Carabiner with integrated 
rigging plate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121 , CE EN362
• Weight: 90g (3,2 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:       

120-82-15 mm
• Resistance:     30,    12

(R)EVOLUTION CARABINERS
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SCREW GATE CARABINERS

STEEL CARABINERS

STANDARD CARABINERS

MEGA - K6N 

HMS carabiner with screw gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class H, UIAA 121
• Weight: 81g (2,9 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:        

111-71-21 mm
• Resistance:     21,     10,     6

PLUME NUT - K3N

Compact and light carabiner 
with screw gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 37g (1,3 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

90-54-19 mm
• Resistance:     20,     7,     7

G-MAILLON - MI8N

Steel quicklink, inox 8 mm.
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class Q
• Weight: 75g (2,6oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

74-35-10,5 mm
• Resistance:     33,     10

STEEL TWO - S2W

Steel carabiner with wire-gate 
and inner space separator
• Certifications: CE EN12275-

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 125g (4,4 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening: 104-

62-27
• Resistance:      38     9      15

DELTA - K5N

Pear-shaped carabiner with 
screw gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 66g (2,3 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:       

100-70-20 mm
• Resistance:     25,     8,     8

ALPHA - K1N 

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
screw gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 56g (2,0 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

99-60-15 mm
• Resistance:     24,     8,     8
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PLUME - K3W

Compact and light carabiner 
with wire-gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 29g (1,0 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

90-54-24 mm
• Resistance:     20,     7,     7

• Colours:

GAMMA - K2W 

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
wire-gate, ideal for sport 
climbing
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 35g (1,2 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:          

94-57-24 mm
• Resistance:     24,     8,    8

• Colours:

PLUME EVO WIRE - K3EW

Compact and light carabiner with 
EVO wire-gate
• Certifications: CE EN 12275 – class B, 

UIAA 121
• Weight: 30g (1,1 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening: 90-54-24 mm
• Resistance:    20      7      7

• Colours: 

STANDARD CARABINERS

CARRYABINER

Large carabiner which can be 
used as a screw/gear carrier on 
the harness
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 63g (2,2 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

120-75-27 mm
• Resistance:     25,     9,     10

CAPTIVE - K11C

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
Captive system, ideal for sport 
climbing
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 49g (1,7 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

97-61-21 mm
• Resistance:     22,     9,     9

PLUME CAPTIVE - K3WC

Compact and light carabiner 
with Captive system
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class T, UIAA 121
• Weight: 32g (1,1 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

90-54-20 mm
• Resistance:     22,    7,     7

BETA K1B

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
bent gate, ideal for sport 
climbing
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 48g (1,7 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

99-60-20 mm
• Resistance:    24,     8,     8

24 - K24

Light minimal carabiner, with 
wire-gate
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 24g (0,8 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

78-50-18 mm
• Resistance:     24,     8,     8

• Colours:

STEALTH STRAIGHT GATE 
- K16S

Sport climbing standard-gate 
carabiner with large opening, 
straight nose, and special 
Stealth shape
• Certifications: CE EN 12275 – 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 44g (1,6 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening: 100-65-

27 mm
• Resistance:     22     8      8

HELP - K15BH

Carabiner with a system for 
easier clipping
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 47g (1,7 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

101-60-24 mm
• Resistance:     26,     8,     8
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ALPHA K1S

Multi-purpose carabiner with 
standard gate, ideal for sport 
climbing
• Certifications: CE EN12275 - 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 48g (1,7 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening:   

99-60-20 mm
• Resistance:    24,     8,     8

STEALTH BENT GATE - 
K16B

Sport climbing bent-gate 
carabiner with large opening, 
straight nose, and special 
Stealth shape
• Certifications: CE EN 12275 – 

class B, UIAA 121
• Weight: 44g (1,6 oz)
• Length-Width-Opening: 100-65-

29 mm
• Resistance:     22     8      8



SLINGS

GRIVEL DAISY CHAIN EVO  

Versatile personal anchor system, with 
strength rating of 23 kN on every loop
•  Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
•  Length: 125 cm
•  Weight: 95 g (3,4 oz)

ALPINE

Super light 10-mm dyneema sling 
• Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
• Length: 10, 16 cm

ALPINE RING

Super light ring made with 10 mm 
dyneema sling
• Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104

• 60 cm, black, 28 g

• 120 cm yellow, 53 g

• 180 cm, blue, 76 g

GRIVEL BELAY CHAIN EVO   

Personal anchor system ideal for 
setting up belays, with strength rating 
of 23 kN on every loop
•  Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
•  Length: 145 cm
•  Weight: 105 g (3,7 oz)

ALL -ROUND

Versatile polyester 18-mm sling
• Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
• Length: 11, 16 cm

MAGIC RING 

Innovative solution for carabiner-
free Prussik slings, made with 5-mm 
aramid rope and a metal forged toggle
•  Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
•  Length: 52 cm
• Weight: 46 g (1,6 oz) 

GRIVEL SPORT CHAIN EVO  

Compact and light personal anchor 
system, ideal for sport climbing

•  Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
•  Length: 58  cm
•  Weight: 40 g (1,4 oz)

SPORT

Sport climbing polyester sling of 
variable width, easy to grab
• Certification: CE EN 566, UIAA 104
• Length: 13, 18 cm
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55

Super light minimal 
quickdraw for alpine climbing, 
made with “24” wire-gate 
carabiners and dyneema 
sling
• Length: 10, 16 cm
• Weight:  55 g (1,9 oz)

ALPHA

Versatile quickdraw made with 
Alpha straight gate and bent 
gate carabiners, and polyester 
sling
• Length: 11, 16 cm
• Weight:  108 g (3,8 oz)

ALPHA CAPTIVE

Sport climbing 
quickdraw, with 
Captive and Alpha 
bent gate carabiners 
and variable width 
sling
• Length: 13, 18 cm
• Weight: 113 g (4,0 

oz)

BETA CAPTIVE

Sport climbing 
quickdraw, with 
Captive and Gamma 
wire-gate carabiners 
and variable width 
sling
• Length: 13, 18 cm
• Weight: 100 g (3,5 

oz)

INDOOR

Indoor sport climbing 
quickdraw, made with 
steel quicklink, S2W 
steel carabiner and 
variable width sling
• Length: 13, 18 cm
• Weight: 215 g (7,6 

oz)

STEALTH 

Sport climbing 
quickdraw, with 
Stealth standard-
gate and bent-gate 
carabiners, and 
variable width sling
•  Length: 13, 18 cm
•  Weight: 105 g 

(3,7 oz)

BETA

Versatile quickdraw made 
with Alpha straight gate and 
Gamma wire-gate carabiners, 
and polyester sling
• Length: 11, 16 cm
• Weight: 95 g (3,4 oz)

GAMMA

Versatile quickdraw made with 
Gamma wire-gate carabiners, 
and polyester sling
• Length: 11, 16 cm
• Weight:  82 g (2,9 oz)

QUICKDRAWS

ALPINE

ALL-ROUND

SPORT

PLUME

Very light quickdraw for 
alpine climbing, made with 
Plume wire-gate carabiners 
and dyneema sling
• Length: 10, 16 cm
• Weight:  69 g (2,4 oz)

PLUME EVO 

Very light quickdraw for 
alpine climbing, made with 
Plume EVO wire carabiners 
and dyneema sling
• Length: 10, 16 cm
• Weight: 71 g (2, 5oz)

PLUME CAPTIVE

Very light quickdraw for 
alpine climbing, made with 
Plume and Plume Captive 
carabiners and dyneema 
sling
• Length: 10, 16 cm
• Weight: 69 g (2,4 oz)
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CLIMBING DEVICES
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BELAY AND RAPPEL

ASCENDERS DESCENDERS

OTHERS

MASTER

SHUTTLE

A&D A1

MINI ROLL GLOVES CRACK GLOVESTHOR

MASTER PRO 2X8MASTER MONO

TRIS

MASTER PRO KIT

FOUR NINE

MASTER KIT

SCREAM SCREAM KIT

RAPPEL KIT
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BELAY AND RAPPEL

MASTER 

Light and compact belay/rappel 
device
• Certifications: EN 15151-2 
• Rope dimensions: 7,3-11mm
• Weight: 64 g (2,3 oz)

MASTER PRO

Versatile belay/rappel device, that 
can be also used in guide mode
• Certifications: EN 15151-2, UIAA 

129-5
• Rope dimensions: 7,3-11mm
• Weight: 88 g (3,1 oz)

MASTER PRO KIT

Belay kit with Master Pro device and 
Clepsydra L carabiner

MASTER KIT 

Belay kit with Master device and 
Clepsydra L carabiner

2 X 8

Classic figure of 8, with two braking 
options, and holes to reduce weight 
and increase ventilation
• Certifications: EN 15151-2 
• Rope dimensions: 7,8-11mm
• Weight: 63 g (2,2 oz)

MASTER MONO

Minimal belay/rappel device for one 
rope
• Certifications: EN 15151-2, UIAA 

129-5
• Rope dimensions: 7,3-11mm
• Weight: 66 g (2,3 oz)
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RAPPEL KIT

Compact and light 5mm ultra-static 
aramid/polyamide 60 meters cord 
(21 g/m) certified according to CE 
EN 564 composed of:
• Brenva Rope Bag
• Compact and light 5mm ultra-static 

aramid/polyamide 60 meters cord 
(21 g/m) certified according to CE 
EN 564

• Scream plate
• Plume HMS carabiner
• Plume Wire Lock carabiner
• Magic Ring

SCREAM 

Compact and light multi-purpose 
plate especially made for small-
diameter ropes
• Certifications: CE EN 795 - type A, 

CE EN 15151-2, UIAA 129-5
• Rope dimensions: 5-8 mm
•  Weight: 48 g (1,7 oz)

SHUTTLE 

Multi-purpose belay device 
combined with rigging plate
• Certifications: CE EN 795 - type A, 

CE EN354, CE EN 15151-2, UIAA 
129-5 

• Weight: 86 g (3,0 oz)
• Max Loading: 20kN

FOUR

4-hole rigging plate
• Certifications: CE EN 795 - type A, 

CE EN354
• Weight: 52 g (1,8 oz)
• Max Loading: 30kN

NINE

9-hole rigging plate
• Certifications: CE EN 795 - type A, 

CE EN354
• Weight: 149 g (5,3 oz)
• Max Loading: 30kN

SCREAM KIT 

Scream plate plus Plume wire-lock 
carabiner

TRIS

3-hole rigging plate
• Certifications: CE EN 795 - type A, 

CE EN354 
• Weight: 38 g (1,3 oz)
• Max Loading: 29kN
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ASCENDERS DESCENDERS

OTHERS

A&D

Ascender with integrated plate for rappelling, 
with ergonomic grip and ring to help 
unlocking
• Certifications: CE EN567, UIAA 126-2, CE EN 

12841 - type B, CE EN 15151-2, UIAA 129-6 
• Rope dimensions: UP 8,3-13; DOWN 7,3-13
• Weight: 261 g (9,2 oz)

A1

Ascender with ergonomic grip and 
ring to help unlocking
• Certifications: CE EN567, UIAA 126-

2, CE EN 12841 - type B
• Rope dimensions: 8,3-13
• Weight: 247 g (8,7 oz)

THOR

Hammer with comfortable 
ergonomic grip and single spring 
leash
• Weight: 500 g (17,6 oz)

MINI ROLL

Minimal light swivel
• Certifications: CE EN 354
•  Working load limit: 5kN
•  Minimum breaking strength: 25kN
•  Weight: 59g (2,1 oz)

DESCENDINGASCENDING
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GLOVES

Versatile gloves for belaying, 
rappelling and via ferrata, made 
with tough goat leather palm 
reinforcements and two open finger 
tips for easier device operating and 
more precision

STAR CRACK GLOVES

Crack gloves made in partnership 
with Vibram, featuring their famous 
XS-grip rubber for best friction. 4 
sizes. Weight: 52g (1,8 oz)
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ROCK PROTECTION
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SABRE 705

Extra flat piton, with great 
holding power in horizontal 
cracks
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 75 mm
• Weight: 96 g (3,4 oz)

TOP 75 UNIVERSAL 

Forged piton, with the eye bent 
at 45° angle to assure good 
camming action when loaded
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 75 mm
• Weight: 113 g (4,0 oz)

STILETTO 503

Extra flat piton
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 50 mm
• Weight: 49 g (1,7 oz)

STILETTO 705

Extra flat piton
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 75 mm
•  Weight: 81 g (2,9 oz)

ROCKET 70

Angle-shaped piton, the basic 
pin for any alpine or wall crack
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 70 mm
•  Weight: 63 g (2,2 oz)

ONDA 814

Elastic and strong “Z-shaped” 
piton. Three points of contact 
and camming action under load 
offer great holding power
• Certification: CE EN 569
• Size: 80 mm
• Weight: 99 g (3,5 oz)
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HELMETS
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STEALTH STEALTH RECCO

SALAMANDER 2.0

DUETTO

STEALTH HS

EPP

SOFT SHELL

ALL ROUND HARD SHELL

HARD SHELL
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TECHNOLOGIES - PERFORMANCE HELMETS

TECHNOLOGIES - TRADITIONAL HELMETS

THIN POLYCARBONATE

THICK ABS THICK ABS

EPS FOAM 

EPP 

EPS FOAM

SOFT SHELL

Soft-shell (in-mould) helmets are 
made by an inner EPS core, which 
absorbs the shock, with a co-moulded 
thin outer polycarbonate layer which 
protects against penetration. These 
helmets are normally lightweight, but 
less durable than traditional helmets.

HARD SHELL

Hard shell helmets are made by an 
outer thicker ABS shell, which protects 
against penetration, and an inner EPS 
core, which absorbs the shock. The 
EPS is only on the top part, and this 
is enough to meet the requirements 
of the norm which covers climbing 
helmets (CE EN 12492). They are 
strong and durable.  

EPP

These helmets are made by a thick 
EPP shell which both absorbs the 
shock and protects against penetration. 
They are very lightweight, but less 
robust and durable than other types.

ALL-ROUND HARD SHELL

These helmets are made by an outer 
thicker ABS shell, which protects 
against penetration, and an inner EPS 
core, which absorbs the shock. The 
EPS covers the whole inside part of 
the shell, on the top and sides. This 
construction beats the requirements 
of the norm which covers climbing 
helmets (CE EN 12492). They are 
strong and durable, and more safe 
because they also protect from side 
impacts.

EPS FOAM
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RECCO - BE SEARCHABLE

ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

A new clean system, simple 
and essential. Easy to adjust 
for a very good fit on all types 
of heads. Very hard to break, 
it tucks into the helmet for 
compact storage.

THIS PRODUCT IS EQUIPPED 
WITH RECCO® TECHNOLOGY 

The RECCO® reflector in 
this product enables rescue 
professionals to locate 
you with RECCO® detectors 
when lost in the outdoors.

RECCO® reflectors require 
no power and no activation 
to function. Multiple 
reflectors are recommended 
for optimal performance.

RECCO® detectors are used 
by rescue professionals 
worldwide. Visit recco.com 
to view the complete list.

RECCO® technology does not prevent accidents or guarantee the survival or 
localization of a victim or lost person. Knowledge and common sense are the 
best ways to avoid accidents. Always respect safety rules and regulations.
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DUETTO

Innovative hyper light double certification helmet for 
climbing, mountaineering and skiing, with innovative multi-
faceted shape
• Construction: EPP
• Certifications: CE EN 12492, CE EN 1077/B, UIAA 106
• Size adjustment: 53-61
• Four headlamp clips
•  Weight: 215 g (7,6 oz)

• Colors: blue, grey, black

ICE CLIMBING

SKI TOURING

MOUNTAINEERING

ROCK CLIMBING

SKI TOURING COMPETITION

HELMETS
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HELMETS

STEALTH 

Extra light and highly ventilated helmet for 
climbing and alpinism, with innovative 
multi-faceted shape
• Construction: soft shell
• Certifications: CE EN 12492, UIAA 106
• Size adjustment: 53-61
• Four headlamp clips
• Weight: 198 g (6,7 oz)

• Colors: yellow, titanium

STEALTH HS 

Versatile and durable helmet for climbing 
and alpinism, with great ventilation and 
innovative multi-faceted shape
• Construction: all-round hard shell
• Certifications: CE EN 12492, UIAA 106
• Size adjustment: 53-61
• Four headlamp clips
• Weight: 292 g (10,3 oz)

• Colors: yellow, white

SALAMANDER 2.0

Classic helmet for climbing and alpinism
• Construction: hard shell
• Certifications: EN 12492, UIAA 106
• Size adjustment: 54-61
• Four headlamp clips
• Weight: 360 g (12,7 oz)
• Colors: yellow, black, white, green, light blue, pink

STEALTH RECCO 

Extra light and highly ventilated helmet 
for climbing and alpinism, with innovative 
multi-faceted shape and with an integrated 
RECCO reflector to make you more 
searchable in case of accident 
• Construction: soft shell
• Certifications: CE EN 12492, UIAA 106
• Size adjustment: 53-61
• Four headlamp clips
• Weight: 198 g (6,7 oz)

• Colors: yellow   
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HARNESSES
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MISTRAL

TREND
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THE FABRIC – X-TECH

Dimension-Polyant’s X-Tech laminates are 
the perfect choice for performance and 
durability. X-Tech fabrics are produced 
using the patented warp technologies. UV 
inhibitors are added to the adhesive layers 
to help protect the fabrics from ultra violet 
exposure.
•  “Zero-crimp” warp ensures that X-Tech  
has the lowest stretch to weight ratio of  
any aramid race fabric on the market  today
•  A high fill count ensures the stability of 
the fabric and increases tear resistance.
•  “Soft hand” and excellent flex properties
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MISTRAL

Innovative very light harness made with X-tech 
sailing fabric. Ideal for ski touring and light 
alpinism
 • Certifications: CE EN 12277
 • Weight: 168 g (5,9 oz) 
 • 3 Sizes

X-Tech Sailing Fabric

Adjustable Bridge 
Lenght

Adjustable 
Leg-loop Size

Ice Screw Holder

Extremely compact

HARNESSES
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TREND HARNESS

Sport climbing harness with one buckle. 
Ergonomic shape of belt and legloops, and 
extra comfort through turned-up padding. Four 
fashion styles
• Certifications: CE EN 12277

• 4 sizes

• Weight: 295g (10,4 oz)

TREND LEOPARD TREND PYTHON TREND ABSTRACT TREND BLACK

“Fashion meets function”

Ergonomic shape of the 
belt with increased side 
support

Turned-up padding for 
better comfort

Ergonomic shape 
of legloopsTurned-up padding 

for better comfort

Possibility to reduce 
the bridge length by 
passing the rope in 
the position below

Leopard, Python and Black are only animal prints on fabrics, not real skins/furs.

GS - GRIVEL SHIELD 

PROTECT YOUR SPINE

To be easily tolerated by the climber a climbing fall requires two 
factors:  the resistance of all the elements of the safety chain 
(rope, carabiners, protection etc) and their ability to absorb part 
of the energy released in the fall.. The harness is practically 
static and transmits all the remaining energy on the thighs (that 
absorb it well), around the waist (that absorbs well enough) 
and on the spine where all the microtrauma add up creating 
permanent effects.
For this Grivel  has developed the GS composed of a half-shell 
semi hard to better distribute the forces, coupled inside with a 
special honeycomb material able to absorb most of the energy 
without transferring it on the spine.
The back of the climbers thanks!

PAIN

SAFER



POLES
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CONDOR

KNEE SYSTEM 

The new foldable system.
The Knee is the new innovative Grivel system to fold poles for 
quick deployment and compact packing.
• It connects each section of the pole with the next one
• It is secured by a metal slider that firmly protects it and  
 reinforces the pole
• Reducing the size of the pole for compact storage and  
 packing has never been so simple and fast

A unique handle which includes an extractable hot drop forged 
ice axe blade, very useful to overcome difficult and dangerous 
situations.
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POLES

TRAIL ONE

One-section 16-mm pole with 
long foam ergonomic handle, with 
summer and winter basket
• Sizes: 112, 122, 130 cm
• Weight: 160 g (5,6 oz) – L=112 cm, 

one piece

TRAIL THREE

Three-section 14-mm light pole with 
foldable “knee system”, long foam 
ergonomic handle, with summer and 
winter basket
• Sizes: 112, 122, 130 cm
• Weight: 190 g (6,7 oz) – L=112 cm, 

one piece

TRAIL TWO 

Two-section 14-mm light pole with 
foldable “knee system”, long foam 
ergonomic handle, with summer and 
winter basket
• Sizes: 112, 122, 130 cm
• Weight: 174 g (6,1 oz) – L=112 cm, 

one piece

TRAIL VARIO

Three-section 16-14-mm pole which 
combines a traditional adjustment 
system and the foldable “knee-
system”, with long foam ergonomic 
handle, with summer and winter 
basket
• Size: 105-130 cm
• Weight: 249 g (8,8 oz)
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POLES

CONDOR 3

Three-section adjustable pole with 
Grivel Condor grip: an ergonomic 
dual-density grip with a retractable 
hot drop forged ice axe blade
• Size: 100 - 140 cm
•  Weight: 455 g (15,7 oz)

CONDOR 2 

Two-section adjustable pole with 
Grivel Condor grip: an ergonomic 
dual-density grip with a retractable 
hot drop forged ice axe blade
• Size: 110 - 140 cm
• Weight: 435 g (15,3 oz)
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PACKS, BAGS & PADS
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ALPINE

CLIMBING

TRAIL RUNNING

ALPINE PRO 40 + 10

ROCKER 45FREEDOM 40

CLIMBING 
CHALK BAG

TREND 
CHALK BAG

CHALK BAG 
PLUS

TREND 
BOULDER 
CHALK BAG

 BOULDER 
CHALK BAG

CRASH 
PAD

TREND
CRASH 
PAD

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 20

FALESIA ROPE BAG

RIDE PRO 25 RAPIDO 18 HAUTE ROUTE BRENVA ROPE BAG 200

RADICAL LIGHT 21ZEN 35

GRAVITY 35

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 
COMP 5

PARETE 30

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 12

HAUL BAG

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 
LIGHT

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 
SLIM

GRIVEL BELT

SINGLE BARRELL
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ALPINE

ALPINE PRO 40 + 10 

Full-feature alpine backpack with 
multiple holders and practical 
solutions to carry everything you 
need in a functional way
• 3-option waistbelt included (full, strap 

only, none)
• Removable floating lid
• Weight: 1,55 Kg (56 oz)

PARETE 30

Versatile compact rucksack for 
climbing and mountaineering, with 
clean body in minimalist style, roll-
top closure and additional front 
opening into main compartment. 
Made in durable fabric (CORDURA 
triple ripstop 305D)
• Thermo-moulded back panel for great 

comfort even with full load
• Removable back frame, ice axe 

holders and belt
• Two side pockets and one inner 

pocket
• Weight: 830g (29,3 oz), or 690g 

(24,3 oz) without back frame

RADICAL LIGHT 21

Versatile minimal rucksack for 
climbing and light and fast alpinism
• Clean compact ergonomic shape
• Double cord closure, for best 

compacting in all situations (more or 
less full)

• Weight: 525 g (18,5 oz)

ZEN 35

Clean and tough function-driven 
climbing and mountaineering 
backpack, stripped down to the 
essentials
• Extremely durable fabric (VX-07) 

reinforced with black X-Ply
• Fully concealable straps, holders, 

lashes and waist belt
• Weight: 0,99 Kg (35 oz)
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BACKPACKS

BRENVA ROPE BAG 

Light tubular rope bag 
that can be clipped to the 
harness.
• Wide self-supporting 

opening
• Sizes: 5 liters
• Weight: 97g (3,4 oz)

200 

A new product made today, in the 
style of the first backpacks used by 
the pioneers of mountaineering, with 
vintage elegant look
• Old style “ventilated” back panel.
• Possibility to attach external loads on 

the top and on the sides.
• Weight: 1 Kg (35 oz)

• Colours: 

RAID PRO 25

Light rucksack for ski touring and 
mountaineering
• Opening on the back and on the top

• RECCO reflector included

• Weight: 560g (19,8 oz)
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RAPIDO 18 

Light backpack for climbing and 
fast mountaineering with vest-style 
carrying system:
• Clean and compact ergonomic shape 
• Double cord closure, for best 

compacting in all situations (more or 
less full)

• Weight: 480g (16,9 oz)

HAUTE ROUTE 35

Versatile alpine and skiing rucksack, 
with double closure option through 
zip and/or buckle
• Ski carrier and ice axe holder
•  Thermo-formed back panel for 

maximum comfort
• Weight: 1,17 Kg (41,1 oz)



CLIMBING PACKS

ROCKER 45

Specifically designed for sports 
climbing and bouldering, to carry 
to the crag your rope, gear and 
everything you may need, with 
opening on the back for easy access
• Extremely durable, made in heavy duty 

tarpaulin and nylon
• Padded back for great comfort even 

when fully loaded
• Weight: 1,3 Kg (45,8 oz)

FREEDOM 40 

Sport climbing pack for the gym and 
the crag.
• Separate rope compartment on the 

bottom, with detachable “fashion” rope 

tarp (Abstract or Python)

• Front “Z” opening and handles

• Padded laptop computer pocket

• Weight: 1,2 Kg (3,2 lb)

HAUL BAG

Haul bag for climbing and big wall, 
available in 30L, 60L, 90L, made 
with heavy duty tarpaulin
• Self-standing body
• Easily removable waistbelt and 

shoulder straps
• Weight: 990g - 34.9oz (30L); 1855g 

65.4oz (60L); 2985g 105.3oz (90L)

GRAVITY 35

Versatile pack for climbing and 
alpinism, with clean shape and 
durable fabric
•  Roll-top opening at the top and 

back opening for easy access in all 
situations

• Extra concealable webbing on the top 
for rope or other gear.

• Weight: 1,1 Kg (39 oz)
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FALESIA ROPE BAG 

Rope bag in tubular style and 
durable fabric, friendly to use in all 
situations:
• Multiple carrying options
• Easy to move from pitch to pitch even 

while open, thanks to side handles
• Weight: 591g (20,8 oz)

CRASH PAD

• Sizes: 120x110x10 cm
•  Weight: 4,9 Kg

TREND CRASH PAD

• Styles: Abstract or Python
• Sizes: 120x110x10 cm
•  Weight: 4,9 Kg

BOULDER 
CHALK BAG

• Boulder chalk bag with 
double closure and 
handles.

TREND BOULDER 
CHALK BAG 

CLIMBING CHALK BAG

• 3 color options
• Weight: 99g (3,5 oz)

• Colours: 

CHALK BAG PLUS
• Climbing chalk bag with refillable 

integrated chalk ball

TREND CHALK BAG

• Climbing chalk bag with fashion 
fabric (leopard, python, abstract 
or black)

• Weight: 75g (2,6 oz)
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• Boulder chalk bag with double 
closure and handles. Fashion 
fabric (Abstract or Python).

CLIMBING ACCESSORIES



MOUNTAIN RUNNER 20

Vest-style 20L running pack, one size-fits all through 
multiple regulation options, ideal for long races and 
carrying more gear
• Multiple pockets to carry everything you need, organize 

your gear and access it easily
• Load compression strap for best agility
• Weight: 550g (19,4 oz)

MOUNTAIN RUNNER 12

Vest-style 12L running pack, one size-fits all through 
multiple regulation options, very versatile
• Multiple pockets to carry everything you need, organize 

your gear and access it easily
• Load compression strap for best agility
• Weight: 530g (18,7 oz)

MOUNTAIN RUNNER SLIM

Vest-style 7L running pack, one size-fits all through 
multiple regulation options, specifically designed to fit 
small bodies and women
• Multiple pockets to carry everything you need, organize 

your gear and access it easily
• Load compression strap for best agility
• Weight: 267g (9,4 oz)

MOUNTAIN RUNNER COMP 5

Vest-style 5L running pack, one size-fits all through 
multiple regulation options, ideal for training and short 
races
• Multiple pockets to carry everything you need, organize 

your gear and access it easily
• Load compression strap for best agility
• Weight: 430g (15,2 oz)

MOUNTAIN RUNNER LIGHT

Vest-style light and minimal 5L running pack, one size-
fits all through multiple regulation options
• Multiple pockets to carry everything you need, organize 

your gear and access it easily
• Load compression strap for best agility
• Weight: 275g (9,7 oz)

SINGLE BARRELL

Belt for running with one bottle holder and one main 
pocket
• Weight: 164g (5,8 oz)

GRIVEL BELT

Minimalist belt for running, adjustable and made with 
elastic fabric
• One main pocket and two side pockets, with earphones exit
•  Weight: 99 grams (3,5 oz)
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TRAIL RUNNING

ICE GOGGLE MOUNTAIN GOGGLE
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Ultralight goggle especially designed 
for ice climbing, with cat. 3 polycar-
bonate lens, easy to adjust
• Hypoallergenic multi-layer memory foam
• FogStop system to reduce fogging
• Weight: 60g (2,1 oz)
• Accessories included: glazable clipon, 

helmet adapters, bag

Ultralight goggle especially designed 
for mountaineering, with cat. 4 poly-
carbonate lens, easy to adjust
• Hypoallergenic multi-layer memory 

foam
• FogStop system to reduce fogging
• Weight: 60g (2,1 oz)
• Accessories included: glazable clipon, 

helmet adapters, bag

EYE PROTECTION
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HATCAP WINTER HAT

NECK GAITER BUFF 200

HEADBANDVISORTRUCKER CAP

100% COTTON LOGO T-SHIRTS TECHNICAL T-SHIRT RUNNING ARM 
SLEEVE

  

LOGO WEAR 
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FLAGS

SIMPLE

MULTI PURPOSE BAG

YELLOW CRAMPON 
SHELF

POSTERS

CUSTOMIZED ICE AXES

HISTORY POSTERS 50X70 - 35X30

PROMO

ROLL BANNER

TEST SHOP

MADE IN ITALY WITH
SOLAR ENERGY

DECALSTICKERS
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GRIVEL srl 11013 Courmayeur (Aosta)  www. grivel.com  -   info@grivel.com
Italy Loc. Champagne, 19 - 11020 Verrayes - Aosta  Phone: +39 0166 54 62 87  Fax: +39 0166 54 66 85
France 264 Avenue Ravanel Le Rouge - 74400 Chamonix phone: +33 450530 743 . fax: +33 450532751
Partita I.V.A. IT 00139110076
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